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This summer, 30 students of the American
University in Bulgaria received paid internships
to work in public sector jobs in Bulgaria, taking
advantage of what most political science, business
or public administration majors in the U.S. have
come to consider typical educational opportunities.
The internships in Bulgaria were funded by the
Tides Foundation of San Francisco.
Two students left their homeland with its long
history of communist rule to spend weeks in onthe-job training half a world away in Santa
Monica, Calif. Their learning experiences were
made possible by private sector interest in
supporting the development of Eastern Europe
through its most valuable resources — the leaders
of tomorrow.
It is a scenario that American University in
Bulgaria President Julia Watkins points to when
talking about the institution she has led for the
past year because it epitomizes the challenge,
potential and struggle that are at the heart of the
AUBG experience.
“I truly believe we are making a difference,” said
Watkins, who will begin her second year as AUBG
president this October. “You have that sense every
time students meet with you. As they point out,
they may not have the capital but they have the
brains, and AUBG makes available opportunities
that none of their peers in Bulgarian institutions
have — competitions, internships, student organi
zations. There is a lot of interest in such training

on the part of multinational businesses and
students looking toward the future. We all feel the
difference such opportunities make with these
students. It’s an incredible challenge.”
Founded in 1991 as a joint project of Bulgaria
and the United States, AUBG is a liberal arts
institution that is academically partnered with the
University of Maine, which extends its accredita
tion, curriculum development and planning assis
tance. Initial funding for the institution’s
establishment came from the Bulgarian govern
ment and the Soros Foundation.
Today, funding comes primarily from USAID
and a variety of other sources, including interna
tional corporations and private foundations.
AUBG also is moving ahead to form partnerships
with other universities in the U.S. by creating
faculty exchange programs, study abroad opportu
nities for students, and conferences and institutes.
continued, on page 13
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Cider Press
Maine Masque Season
People in Perspective
In Focus: Cyrus Pavilion Dedication

As a service to the University community, costs of
producing Maine Perspective are underwritten by
University Printing Services.

The Edgar Allan Cyrus Pavilion Theatre is dedicated in memory of teacher, mentor and friend Al Cyrus, whose 33-year
career at the University of Maine was characterized by his devotion to and respect for his students. See related stories
pages 7-9.
Photo by Monty Rand

Students Design New Answer
to a Pressing Problem
A pressing problem has faced the members of the Maine
Agricultural and Forest Engineers Association (MAFEA) at the
University of Maine for years. Despite the squeeze it placed on
the student organization, no one volunteered to address the
dilemma until Todd Sawyer and Nate Clark came along.
As a result of the entrepreneurial spirit and engineering know
how of the two UMaine bioresource engineering technology
majors, MAFEA is no longer in a tight spot with a line of clam
oring customers waiting for gallons of gold.
Over the past year, Sawyer and Clark designed and built a new
apple cider press for the Association, replacing a 1920s model
that students have used for the last couple decades in thenannual fund-raising cider sales during Family and Friends
Weekend and Homecoming. Proceeds from cider sales are used to
send MAFEA members to the national convention of the Society
for Engineering in Agricultural, Food and Biological Systems, and
this year, profits could be sweeter than ever.
In less than two hours, the new press makes the same amount
of cider that it took the old press to make in a day, the students
said. In addition to being more efficient, the new model is also
safer and more sanitary. Best of all, the design allows the apple
pomace to sweeten through oxidation, creating a golden rather
than clear cider that has less sediment than ever before. And for
the resource-conscious, the new press runs on fish or soy-based
hydraulic oil, and the internal single drip tray method means
that few drops ofjuice are lost.
“The prototype was difficult and seemed to take forever,” said
Sawyer, a senior from Waterford. “If we had it to do over again,
we could do it in much less time. We learned that, no matter how
good your plans and calculations, or how good it looks on paper, in
reality things don’t always work that way.
“My parents are coming for Homecoming Weekend. I didn’t
want them to come for Family and Friends in case it failed on the
Mall,” said Sawyer, who credited the assistance of other MAFEA
members for helping get the press ready for operation.
continued on page 12

Maine Masque Announces
New Season, Ticket Campaign
Maine Masque audiences will be transported back in time to
the 16th century and halfway around the world to Sarajevo
during the student theater troupe’s 1994-95 season, which also
features a hungry plant, pagan rituals and a student-written
show about a Maine poet.
For $27, season-ticket holders can attend the full Hauck
Mainstage Series — three plays, a musical and the annual
dance concert — as well as the three student-directed shows in
the newly dedicated Cyrus Pavilion.
“This year, we’re offering a season of intellectually chal
lenging yet highly entertaining performance events,” says Tom
Mikotowicz, chair of the Department of Theatre/Dance.
Kicking off the season ticket sales campaign is a barbecue
planned for noon Saturday, Oct. 1, outside the Cyrus Pavilion.
The season-ticket price represents a savings of nearly 50
percent over what the tickets would cost if purchased individu
ally: $12 for the musical, $7 for each remaining show in the
Hauck Mainstage Series, and $4 for each Cyrus Pavilion Series
performance.
continued on page 12
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Bioresource engineering technology majors Todd Sawyer and Nate Clark
have spent the pastyear designing and building a new and improved cider
press.
Photo by Damon Kiesow

Community-Centered Fire
Prevention Week Planned
A cooperative, community approach to safety will be empha
sized and demonstrated by the University of Maine and its
neighboring emergency response organizations during Fire
Prevention Week activities Oct. 4-6 at UMaine.
Demonstrations, training sessions, educational programs, a
room decoration contest, food, fun and games, all aimed at
raising awareness and making safety a community goal, are on
tap for the observance, coordinated by the UMaine Fire
Prevention Committee, including representatives from
Environmental Health and Safety, Student Health and
Prevention Services, Campus Living and the Orono Fire
Department. The public is welcome to participate in all
programs.
SAFETY IN ACTION
UMaine activity begins Tuesday, Oct. 4 when the University
hosts the monthly meeting of the Penobscot County Local
Emergency Planning Committee. The lunch meeting and
program take place from 12:30-2 p.m. in Stewart Dining
Commons and will feature a series of presentations by repre
sentatives of the Fire Prevention Committee about the
continued on page 10
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Do-It-Yourself Database Searching
Workshop for humanities and social
sciences faculty, staff and students, 56:30 p.m., Oct. 5, Fogler Library
Conference Room. Registration
required. x3611.

Monday

“Marine Mammals of the Gulf of
Maine," by Bob Bowman, part of the
Wildlife Seminar Series, noon, Oct. 3,
204 Nutting Hall. X2862.
“Resolving Conflict Where There Is
Inequity in Power,” by Polly Karris,
part of the Peace Studies Lecture
Series: Conflict Resolution: From
Personal to Global series, 12:151:30 p.m., Oct. 3, Bangor Lounge.
X2609.
Wayion Jennings in Concert, part of
the Maine Center for the Arts perfor
mance season, 7 p.m., Oct. 3,
Hutchins Concert Hall. Admission fee.
X1755.
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Tuesday

“In Search of Consensus: Economic
Policy in Maine” - the 21st
Governor’s Economic Development
Conference featuring keynote by
publishing magnate Malcolm Forbes
Jr., 8 a.m., Oct. 4, Wells Conference
Center. X1646.
Introduction to Excel, a CIT workshop
(novice level), 10 a.m.-noon, Oct. 4,
111 Corbett Business Building.
Advance registration, fee. X1638.

Fire Extinguisher Demonstrations on
the Mall, part of Fire Prevention Week,
10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m., Oct. 4.
X4194.
Local Emergency Planning Committee
Luncheon, featuring a panel presenta
tion: ''Fire Prevention Efforts of an
Interdisciplinary Team at the University
of Maine," part of Fire Prevention
Week, 12:30-2 p.m., Oct. 4. x4194.
Haz-Mat Demonstration by the Orono
Fire Department Emergency Response
Team, part of Fire Prevention Week, 23:30 p.m., Oct. 4. X4194.

OCTOBER 3-15
All events are free and open to the
public unless otherwise specified.
Any speaker not otherwise identified
is a member of the University of
Maine faculty, staff or student body.
Send notices of upcoming campus
events to: Maine Perspective
Calendar, Public Affairs.
Calendar of events listings MUST be
typewritten and should be sent AT
LEAST TWO WEEKS in advance.
Deadline for each issue: 9 a.m.
Friday. For more information, call
X3745.

Excel - Formulas, Functions,
Printing/Creating Graphics &
Formulas, a CIT workshop (interme
diate level, each topic one hour), 24 p.m., Oct. 4, 121 Lengyel Hall.
Advance registration, fee. X1638.
Open Reception for John Bello-Ogunu,
associate dean for Multicultural
Affairs/director of International
Student Services and Programs,
Bluffton College, candidate for the
position of associate dean of Minority
Student Services and Multicultural
Programs, for faculty, staff and
students, 34 p.m., Oct. 4, FFA Room,
Union. X1406.

Off-campus Student-Landlord Forum,
3:15 p.m., Oct. 4, FFA Room, Union.
X1734.

6
Global Links Meeting, 6 p.m.. Oct. 4.
Totman Lounge, Union. x2905.

Gubernatorial Debate, being taped by
Maine Public Broadcasting for a later
broadcast, 7 p.m., Oct. 4, Hutchins
Concert Hall.
Film: Prisoner of ‘Akita, part of the
Baha'i Fireside, 7 p.m., Oct. 4, Union.
827-7571.
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Wednesday

Annual Health Fair, featuring health
presentations, influenza immuniza
tions, health screenings - blood pres
sure, skin fold, vision, flexibility,, health
education, blood cholesterol checks
($10 fee, appointments by calling
x4015), presentations in the Totman
Lounge. HIV testing information,
offered by Student Health and
Prevention Services' Health Impact
Group, 10 a.m.-4 p.m., Oct. 5, Union.
x4194.
Poetry Free Zone featuring a reading
by Sylvester Pollet and student Grady
Award poetry winners, noon, Oct. 5,
Honors Center. x3264.
“Tales of the Revolution and the
Socialization of 19th Century French
Women,” by Randall Kindleberger,
University of Maine at Machias, part of
the Women in the Curriculum Lunch
Series, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Oct. 5,
Bangor Lounge, Union. X1228.

Do-It-Yourself Database Searching
Workshop for science and engineering
faculty, staff and students, 1-2 p.m.,
Oct. 5, Science & Engineering Center,
Fogler Library. Registration. X1678.

Room Personalization Contest
Judging, part of Fire Prevention Week,
1-4 p.m., Oct. 5. x4194.
Men's Soccer: UMaine vs. Central
Connecticut, 2 p.m., Oct. 5. xBEAR.

Introduction to MS-Windows, a CAPS
seminar, 3-5 p.m., Oct. 5,107 Corbett
Business Building. X3518.

“Time Management,” part of the
Study Skills series, 3:15 p.m., Oct. 5,
Totman Lounge, Union. xl820.

Thursday

Annual Appreciation Luncheon and
Training Session for volunteers of the
Combined Charitable Appeal for
University employees, noon, Oct. 6,
Wells Conference Center. x3229.

Field Hockey: UMaine vs. Boston
University, 1 p.m., Oct. 6. xBEAR.

Open Reception for Shari Clark,
director of Multicultural Student
Affairs, Whitman College, Washington,
candidate for the position of associate
dean of Minority Student Services and
Multicultural Programs, for faculty,
staff and students, 2-3 p.m., Oct. 6,
FFA Room, Union. X1406.
“Darwin’s Legacy," an Honors lecture
by Dave Smith, 3:10 p.m., Oct. 6,100
Neville Hall.
“Exploration in the Maya Area,” a
Hudson Museum lecture by Ian
Graham, assistant curator of the
Peabody Museum, Harvard University,
3:30 p.m., Oct. 6. Bodwell Area. X1901.
Smokey Bear’s 50th Birthday Party
featuring a traditional lumberjack meal
and water competition between Orono
Fire Department and members of the
UMaine community, 4:30T5:30 p.m.,
Oct. 6, Stodder Commons. x4194.
Lecture by internationally renowned
Maine artist Alan Magee, 7 p.m.,
Oct. 6, 202 Carnegie Hall. x3255.

Performance by Jazz Duo Karel and
Terry Lidral, part of the Friday Jazz
series, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 7, Bangor
Lounge Union. X1820.

“Electron Microscopy of Thin Films
and Interfaces," by James
Krzanowski, University of New
Hampshire, part of the Department of
Physics and Astronomy Colloquium
Series, 3:10 p.m., Oct. 7,140 Bennett
Hall. X1039.
Fall Break begins, 5 p.m., Oct. 7.

“I See You: The Physiology and
Chemistry of Vision,” by Paul Blatz,
Department of Chemistry, University of
Missouri, offered by the Maine Section
of the American Chemical Society,
7:15 p.m., Oct. 7, 316 Aubert Hall. A
dinner will precede the talk, beginning
at 6 p.m.. Wells Conference Center.
Admission to dinner, reservations
required, call X1170. Lecture is free.
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Academic Activities/Events
University of Maine Fire Prevention Week,
Oct. 3-7. x4194.

Maine Peace Action Committee’s 20th
Anniversary Celebration, Oct. 13-15. x3860.

“Does American Culture Have a History?
Some Interdisciplinary Revisitations, 18441994,” a lecture series offered by Fogler
Library and Fogler Library Friends, 3:30 p.m.,
Oct. 13, Oct. 20, Oct. 27, Lynch Room, Library.
X1673.

Poetry Free Zone, a weekly series of poetry
readings and discussion, every Wednesday,
noon, Thomson Honors Center. x3264.

Friday Jazz, 12:10 p.m., Bangor Lounge, Union.

Exhibits/Demonstrations/Tours
The Children of Fulton Street, a Museum of
Art exhibit, through Oct. 10, Graphics Gallery,
Union. x3255.

“I Live Not Without Beauty": Plains Indian
Material Culture, a Hudson Museum exhibit.

Coming Out Week, Oct. 13-22.

Oct. Il-April 9, Maine Center for the Arts.
X1901.

Athletic Events/Recreation

His Vision of the People: George Catlin and
Plains Indians, a Hudson Museum exhibit, Oct.

Ice Skating, Alfond Sports Arena, noon-1 p.m.,
Monday-Friday; 2-3:30 p.m., Saturday-Sunday.
Admission fee/skate rentals available. Stick &
Puck, 1:10-2:10 p.m., Monday-Friday.
Admission fee. X1082.
Latti Fitness Center, 6:15-10 p.m., Monday
and Wednesday: 7 a.m.-lO p.m., Tuesday and
Thursday: 6:15 a.m.-8 p.m., Friday: 10 a.m.7 p.m., Saturday; 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sunday.
Admission fee. X1082.

Swimming, Wallace Pool, 6:45-8 a.m.,
Monday, Wednesday, Friday; 11:45 a.m.1 p.m., Monday-Friday; 6-7 p.m., Monday-Friday
(children allowed); 9-i.O p.m., Sunday-Thursday
(students only); 10:30 a.m.-noon, and 2:36
5 p.m., Saturday (children allowed); 2:305 p.m., Sunday (children allowed). Admission
fee/rec pass. xl082.
Senior Swim, a class for those 55 and older,
10-11 a.m., Monday, Wednesday & Friday.
Registration fee. xl082.

Conferences/Seminars/Workshops
Using the Mainframe for E-mail, a three-part
CAPS seminar, 3:30-5:30 p.m., Oct. 6, Oct. 13
and Oct. 20.115 Corbett Business Building.
X3518.
After-School Artworks Program, for children in
grades 1-8, every Friday, 3:45-5 p.m., Oct. 14Dec. 9, Carnegie Hall. Course fee. x3249.

Entertainment
Raising Arizona, part of the Roll It Again
Cinema series, noon, Oct. 3; 3 p.m., Oct. 4,
Totman Lounge, Union. xl820.

Chartie Chaplin: The Early Films, offered by the

Memorial Union, 12:20 p.m., Oct. 6, Oct. 13,
Oct. 20, Oct. 27, Totman Lounge, Union.
xl820.

11-April 9. Maine Center for the Arts. X1901.
Photographs by Jere DeWaters, a Museum of
Art exhibit, Oct. 17-Nov. 27, Graphics Gallery,
Union. x3255.

Our Roads Converged, a Museum of Art
exhibit, through Oct. 23, Hauck Auditorium
Gallery, Union. x3255.
The Art of Design, produced by Department of
Public Affairs graphic designers, part of Arts &
Humanities Month, through Oct. 31, Public
Affairs Building.
MPAC1974-1994, an exhibit as part of Maine

Maine Peace Action Committee meets every
Tuesday, 4 p.m., Virtue Room, Maples. x3860.

A Baha'i Areside, every Tuesday, 7 p.m.,
Union. 827-7571.
NTS Coffee Hour every Thursday. 3:15 p.m..
Commuter Lounge, Union. X1734.

International Students' Coffee Hour every
Friday, 4 p.m., Damn Yankee. x2905.

Religious Worship
Newman Center/Our Lady of Wisdom Parish
Weekly Liturgy: Sunday, 9:30 a.m. and
6:15 p.m., Newman Center, 11:15 p.m.,
Bangor Lounge, Union; Monday-Thursday,
4:45 p.m., Newman Center. Confessions every
Sunday, 5:30 p.m., Newman Center. 866
2155.

Worship and Celebration at the Wilson Center,
followed by a light supper of soup and bread,
every Sunday, 5 p.m., 67 College Ave. 8664227.
Hindu Prayer Meeting every Sunday,
10:30 a.m. 866-3606 or 8660304.

Peace Action Committee’s 20th Anniversary
Celebration, through Oct. 31. Fogler Library.
X3860.

Ecumenical Bible Study, offered by Orono
Campus Ministries, every Wednesday,
12:15-1 p.m., Davis Room, Union. 866-4227.

Robert Shetteriy Paintings: Proverbs of Hell, a

“A Taste of Home,” home-cooked meal
prepared by local church members, Wilson
Center, every Thursday, 5:30 p.m., 67 College
Ave. $2 donation. 866-4227.

Museum of Art exhibit, through Nov. 4, 1938
Gallery, Carnegie Hall. x3255.
Alan Magee: Recent Work, a Museum of Art
exhibit, through Nov. 4,1938 Gallery, Carnegie
Hall. X3255.

David Wilson: Small Offerings, a Museum of
Art exhibit, through Nov. 5, Hole in the Wall
Gallery, Union. x3255.

Page Farm and Home Museum open daily,
9 a.m.- 4 p.m. 581-4100.

Hudson Museum open Tuesday-Friday, 9 a.m.4 p.m.; Saturday-Sunday, 11 a.m.-4 p.m.
X1901.
Athletic Mementos and Memorabilia Past and
Present, an M Club-sponsored exhibit,

Muslim Prayer every Friday, noon-2 p.m.,
Drummond Chapel. x2790.

Miscellaneous
Memorial Union Branch of the Credit Union
open 9 a.m.-l p.m., every Monday, Wednesday,
Friday.

Maynard F. Jordan Observatory open on clear
nights Friday-Sunday, 8-10 p.m. X1341.

Orono Farmer’s Market every Saturday during
the academic year, Steam Plant parking lot.
8664784.

Memorial Gym Lobby.

Lyle E. Littlefield Trial Ornamental Garden,
display of more than 2,000 varieties of land
scape plants, Rangeley Road.

Meetings of Groups/Organizations

“Worlds of Wonder," a Planetarium show, every
Friday evening through Oct. 14, Wingate Hall.
Admission fee. X1341.

PEAC meets the first Thursday of the month Oct. 6, Nov. 3, Dec. 1, noon, FFA Room, Union.
X2456.

My Left Foot, part of the Roll It Again Cinema
series, noon, Oct. 17; 3 p.m., Oct. 18. Totman
Lounge, Union. xl820.

Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for
Rural Areas Brown Bag Lunch, open staff
meetings held every three weeks - Oct. 10,
Oct. 31, Nov. 21, Dec. 12, Hamm Room,
Union. x2591.
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Foreign Language Tables: Monday - French;
Tuesday - Russian; Wednesday - German;
Thursday - Spanish; all noon-1 p.m., 207 Little
Hall. X2073.

The University Bookstore will be
closed on Tuesday, Oct. 11, to allow
time for all employees to attend a
training session for the new Point-ofSale cash register system.
Installation will begin Oct. 5, with the
expectation of completion on Friday,
Oct. 7. Customers may be slightly
inconvenienced during those days
because the computer system will
be down at times.
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Sunday

Bangor Symphony Orchestra in
Concert, 3 p.m., Oct. 9, Hutchins
Concert Hail. Admission fee. 9425555. Free preconcert lecture by
David Klocko one hour before perfor
mance, Bodwell Area.

10

Monday

Women's Track: UMaine vs. Colby,
3 p.m., Oct. 10. xBEAR.

11

Tuesday

Out Day, part of UMaine’s Coming
Out Week, Oct. 11.
Introduction to Lotus 1-2-3, a CIT
workshop (novice level), 10 a.m.noon, Oct. 11, 111 Corbett
Business Building. Advance registra
tion, fee. xl638.

Introduction to PageMaker, a CIT
workshop (novice level), 2-4 p.m.,
Oct. 11, Lengyel Hall. Advance regis
tration, fee. X1638.

12

Wednesday

Classes resume, Oct. 12.
Poetry Free Zone featuring a
“Before Columbus” reading of
Native American poetry by faculty
and students, cooffered by the
Wabanaki Center, noon, Oct. 12,
Honors Center. x3264.

“Facing the ‘L’ Word: Integrating
Lesbian Studies into the UMaine
Curriculum,” by Patty Coleman,
Stephen Marks, Kristina Passman,
Diane Patten, Jean Symonds, part of
the Women in the Curriculum Lunch
Series, 12:15-1:30 p.m., Oct. 12,
Bangor Lounge, Union. X1228.
Celebrating the Coast Week, a slide
lecture presentation - "From
Beneath the Gulf of Maine," and
films and discussion, offered by the
Sea Grant Program, 1-4:30 p.m.,
Oct. 12, Bodwell Area, Maine Center
for the Arts. X1448.

Introduction to UNIX, a CAPS
seminar, 3-5 p.m., Oct. 12,107
Corbett Business Building. x3518.

“The Art of Time Management,”
part of the NTS Topics series,
3:15 p.m., Oct. 12, Nutter Lounge,
Union. X1734.
“Test Taking Strategies,” part of
the Study Skills series, 3:15 p.m.,
Oct. 12, Totman Lounge, Union.
X1820.

“Wild Alaska: Land of Extremes," a
presentation by Kim Blommel and
Charlie Crangle, offered by Maine
Bound. 8 p.m., Oct. 12.100 Neville
Hall. Admission fee. X1794.
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Thursday

"Activism: 1970s, 1980s and
1990s,” a panel discussion with
Doug Allen, Michael Howard and
MPAC student activists from 197494, part of Maine Peace Action
Committee’s 20th Anniversary
Celebration, 12:20 p.m., Oct. 13,
Bangor Lounge, Union. x3860.

“Social Darwinism,” an Honors
lecture by Dave Defroscia,
3:10 p.m., Oct. 13,100 Neville Hall.
“American Responsibility in the
Korean War and the New Korean
Crisis,” the Howard Schonberger
Memorial Lecture by Bruce Cumings,
Northwestern University and the
University of Chicago, also part of
Maine Peace Action Committee’s
20th Anniversary Celebration,
7 p.m., Oct. 13,100 Nutting Hall.
x3860.

“Hands Up On Coming Out,” by
comedian Gail Hand, part of
UMaine’s Coming Out Week,
7:30 p.m., Oct. 13, Hutchins
Concert Hall.
Thursday Night at the Bear's Den,
9 p.m., Oct. 13, Union. X1734.

li Friday
Maine Difference Open House for
prospective students, Oct. 14.
X1572.

“Boundaries and Borderlands,” a
discussion of the Williams College
NEH Seminar on Diversity,
Democracy, and Liberal Learning,
and Its Impact and Implications for
Multicultural Education at the
University of Maine, with Marisue
Pickering, Patricia Dooley, Kimberly
Johnston, John Maddaus, Tina
Passman and Kathryn Slott, part of
the Risky Business lecture series
and an activity of “Learning
Communities: A Bifocal Curriculum
Transformation Project at UMaine,”
12:10-1:30 p.m., Oct. 14, Honors
Center. x3264.
“Activism: 1970s. 1980s and
1990s,” a second panel discussion
with Doug Allen, Michael Howard and
MPAC student activists from 197494, part of Maine Peace Action
Committee's 20th Anniversary
Celebration, 12:15 p.m., Oct. 14,
Bangor Lounge, Union. x3860.

Open Reception for Angel Martinez
Loredo, coordinator of Support
Programs and Hispanic Student
Affairs, Southern Methodist
University, candidate for the position
of associate dean of Minority
Student Services and Multicultural
Programs, for faculty, staff and
students, 3-4 p.m., Oct. 14, FFA
Room, Union. xl406.
“Signal Transduction During
Spermatogenesis." by Charles
Walker, Zoology Department,
University of New Hampshire, part of
the Zoology Seminar Series,
3:10 p.m., Oct. 14, 102 Murray Hall.
x2541.

“Estimating the Economic Costs of
Air Pollution Damages," by Martha
Papp, Harvard Institute for
International Development, part of
the Department of Resource
Economics and Policy Seminar
Series, 3:10 p.m., Oct. 14, second
floor classroom, Winslow Hall.
x3163.
“STM Studies of Adatoms on
Semiconductor Surfaces: Theory
and Experiment," by Charles Smith,
part of the Department of Physics
and Astronomy Colloquium Series,
3:10 p.m., Oct. 14,140 Bennett
Hall. X1039.

Opening Reception for Hudson
Museum Exhibits: I Live Not Without
Beauty: Plains Material Culture and
His Vision of the People: George
Catlin & the Plains Indians, 4 p.m.,
Oct. 14, Maine Center for the Arts.
X1901.

Hockey: Blue/White Game, 7 p.m.,
Oct. 14, Alfond Sports Arena.
Admission fee. xBEAR.

Coming Out Talk and Music with
musician Martin Swinger, part of
UMaine’s Coming Out Week,
7:30 p.m., Oct. 14, Hutchins
Concert Hall.
Gala by the Music Faculty, part of
the Music Department performance
season, 8 p.m., Oct. 14,120 Lord
Hall. X1240.

15

Saturday

40th Anniversary Open House of the
Maynard F. Jordan Planetarium and
Observatory, 10 a.m.-4 p.m.,
Oct. 15, Wingate Hall. xl341.
Season Gala of the Maine Center
for the Arts featuring Violinist
Itzhak Perlman. 8 p.m., Oct. 15,
Hutchins Concert Hall. Admission
fee. X1755.

Oral Exams
▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲AAA

“Consistency and Variability of Lithic Projectile Points: The
Otter Creek Type,” by Bret Overture, candidate for master’s
degree in quaternary studies, 4 p.m., Oct. 4, 326 Boardman
Hall.
“Changes in Population Size and Habitat Selection of Harbor
Seals in Maine,” by Mary Kay Kenney, candidate for master's
degree in wildlife ecology, 8 a.m., Oct. 18, 204 Nutting Hall.
“Defect Reactions of Implanted Si in GaAs,” by Prasert
Kengkan, candidate for Ph.D. in physics, 2 p.m., Oct. 19,114
Bennett Hall.

5TH ANNUAL JASMINE’S 5K JAUNT
Sponsored by Jasmine's Restaurant of Orono to benefit the
University of Maine Upward Bound Program's College Scholarship Fund
Sunday, October 30
10 a.m., Start at Orono Fire Department

Pre-registration entry fee of $10, $12 day of the race. To pre-register,
send this form to: Jasmine's 5K Jaunt, 28 Mill Street. Orono, ME 04473.
Call Jasmine's, 866-4200, for additional forms. Forms also available at
Goldsmith's Sporting Goods of Bangor, Legends of Bangor, Olympia
Sports and the Athletic Attic at the Bangor Mall, Wight’s Sporting Goods
of Bangor. Gold’s Gym, Bangor Athletic Club, the Saucony Shoe Outlet
and at the Upward Bound office. 316 Chadbourne Hall.
Features & Prizes: Free T-shirts to the first 100 entrants, post-race
refreshments, Jasmine's Gift Certificates to the male and female winners
in the following age groups: 10 and under, 11-14.15-18,19-29, 30-39,
4049, 50,59, and 60+. This is a USA Track and Field-Certified race,
#ME-91010GN.
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Almost two decades ago, Gina Pelletier came to work in the
office of the director of the School of Forest Resources. It was
familiar territory, not only because she had held positions in
what was then the Department of Horticulture and later,
Cooperative Extension, but because two of her sisters also
worked in the director’s office through the years.
It’s no wonder Pelletier thinks of the dean’s office of the
College of Natural Resources, Forestry and Agriculture like a
second home.
“I’ve always been comfortable in this area,” said Pelletier,
who is an administrative associate. “I’ve been awfully lucky.
But I remember at first, I was scared to death to be working for
a director.”
Pelletier joined the University community in 1960, working
almost three years in the Department of Horticulture, and
then more than six years for Extension forestry specialists. It’s
there that she first met Fred Knight, who was director of the
School of Forest Resources when she joined the office staff in
1976.
Pelletier’s older sister, Joyce, worked for Al Nutting in his
capacity as School of Forestry director. Her younger sister, Jan,
succeeded Joyce on her retirement, and was working for
Knight when Gina was named secretary in the director’s office.
Jan is now financial specialist in the College of Natural
Resources, Forestry and Agriculture.
Since 1976, the School of Forest Resources has gone through
many changes, evolving to the College of Forest Resources and
then merging with the College of Life Sciences and Agriculture
to become the College of Natural Resources, Forestry and
Agriculture. Pelletier’s office has changed just as many times from Deering Hall to Nutting Hall and now to Winslow Hall.
But for Pelletier, there is no place she’d rather be.

Look

ho’s

“I never thought of going anywhere else,” she said. “This is
like a second home. I’ve been comfortable working with the
faculty and staff, and especially the students, all these years. I
just can’t leave them. I’ve always thought of this as my college.”
The recipient of a 1990 Outstanding Employee Award for
Service to the University, Pelletier is well known by members
of the University community for her efficiency and “calm
composure.” She also is known for her thoroughness in any
project she undertakes, including overseeing every detail of the
College’s annual awards presentation banquet.
“To me, everybody’s questions are important and need to be
acted upon,” Pelletier said. “Working in Extension helped me
develop that philosophy in dealing with the public, knowing
you need to be as helpful as you can be.”

Gina Pelletier

On

Photo by Damon Kiesow
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Economic prognosticator Malcolm Forbes Jr., president and
chief executive officer of Forbes Inc., and editor-in-chief of Forbes
Magazine, will keynote the 21st Governor’s Economic
Development Conference Tuesday, Oct. 4. Forbes is also chair of
Forbes Newspapers, a New Jersey-based chain of suburban week
lies and American Heritage Magazine, both company subsidiaries.
Forbes assumed his current position in February 1990. Since
then, he has launched the publications Forbes FYI and Forbes
ASAP, as well as German, Japanese and Chinese editions of
Forbes Magazine. In 1992, Forbes Inc., started American
Heritage Custom Publishing Group and acquired the publication
now renamed Forbes MediaCritic. Forbes writes editorials for
each issue of Forbes, and does regular radio commentary on “The
Forbes Report,” a radio program syndicated nationally. Forbes is
the only writer to have won the highly prestigious Crystal Owl
Award four times. The prize was formerly given by USX
Corporation to the financial journalist whose economic forecasts
for the coming year proved to be most accurate. In 1985,
President Reagan named Forbes chair of the bi-partisan Board
for International Broadcasting, which oversees Radio Free
Europe and Radio Liberty. He served in the post until April 1993.
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Internationally recognized Cushing
artist Alan Magee, whose exhibit is now on
display in the University of Maine
Museum of Art, will speak about his work
Thursday, Oct. 6 as a Department of Art
Distinguished Guest Lecturer. In the late
1970s, Magee began to concentrate exclu
sively on his personal paintings and in
1980, had his first solo exhibition at
Staempfli Gallery in New York City. Since
that time, he has had annual one-man
shows throughout the U.S. and Europe. A 10-year retrospective,
Adan Magee 1981-1991, traveled to four U.S. museums. A book
of Magee’s paintings, Stones and Other Works, was published by
Harry Abrams in 1986 and the book, Alan Magee 1981-1991,
was published in 1991 by the Farnsworth Art Museum. He
received The American Book Award in 1982 and has received
major awards from the American Academy and Institute of Arts
and Letters and the National Academy of Design. Magee’s
works can be seen in many distinguished private as well as
public collections including The Fine Arts Museums of San
Francisco, The Portland Museum of Art, the Farnsworth Art
Museum, and the Arkansas Art Center.
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Taking the Stage for Al

Under Milk Wood lighting designer Wayne
Merritt and director Sandra Cyrus

Guys and DoHs. 1977, directed by Arnold Colbath

„

The UMaine graduates

'Saxe'S*"'" "
Parcak.

This past July, the contributions of Professor Edgar Allan Cyrus to the theatrical
life of the University of Maine and the state were distinguished when the
University of Maine System Board of Trustees approved the naming of the
University’s Pavilion Theatre in his honor.
This month, the living legacy left by Cyrus during his more than three decades as
a member of the theater faculty is being celebrated with a dedication ceremony at
the Cyrus Pavilion Theatre.
Beyond the bronze plaque and the building name, Al Cyrus will always have a
place in the annals of UMaine history - and in the hearts of those who knew him.
Al Cyrus joined the theater faculty in 1960 and
for 33 years, was involved in making theater come
alive through teaching, directing and designing,
performing and advocacy. Through his steadfast
dedication to the art, thousands of people young
and old in Maine experienced the magic of theater
through on-campus and touring productions he
orchestrated. Whether in the public schools, in
community or professional troupes, Al Cyrus
devoted his life to the theater, and took pride in
taking touring productions “to the end of the
paved highway and anywhere else I could.”
Al Cyrus is noted particularly in the areas of
technical theater and facility design, and was
involved in many of the campus areas where the
performing arts now take the stage - Hauck
Auditorium, Pavilion Theatre, the Hutchins
Concert Hall, as well as where they will one day
- in the Center for the Study of the Performing
Arts. It is said that Al had the idea to convert
the former livestock judging building into a
theater from the day he walked onto campus.
It had to do with the intimacy of the space. He
1977. directed by Al Cyrus
regar(Jed the Pavilion as a learning tool for
Albert Herring.
students - a space that challenges student
directors, actors and designers to be innovative in their
approach to their work.
The inaugural show in the Pavilion in 1979, Night of the
Iguana, was directed and designed by Al Cyrus, and was the
first of many UMaine productions to participate in American
College Theater Festival regional competition.
Al Cyrus once said that he had a lot of hopes for what all
those years of theater at UMaine did for audiences. “I think
many have discovered plays and playwrights. Many with no
exposure or interest in theater have found it and have been
drawn to continue their participation and observation. I like
to think,” he said, “sometimes people were moved by things
that occurred here and perhaps things changed in their
lives. But that’s presumptuous. I don’t think I’ll ever know
for sure.
“Perhaps if I made any mark at all,” he said, “it was in
the memories and hearts of students.”
Following the Board’s vote to name the Pavilion
Theatre, friends and colleagues of Al Cyrus gathered to
discuss the best way to commemorate the sentiments
« Of Under M»«
are'left “
behind the dedication of the building. As members of
XT^^aXarge
UMaine’s performing arts community, it wasn’t long
before it was clear that the celebration needed to take
the form of a performance in the Cyrus Pavilion Theater.
continued on page 10
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Remembering the Man an
Larry Vinal of Coopers Mills, Class of ‘84
Sales rep for a telecommunications company
Worked professionally for Penobscot Theatre and Acadia Repertory Theatre

Night of the Iguana. 1979, directed by Al Cyrus

I worked with Al Cyrus from 1976-86. Ai instilled a love of the theater in me, and
taught me to be myself when I was acting. My favorite quote of his
was: ‘Face front, talk loud and die slow.’ I acted in two of Al’s shows,
and did a lot of tech work with him.
Al gave me a strong focus in life and in theater. He always
expected a lot of us, but always gave a lot of himself in return. He
always raised the level of expertise around him by his example.
I’ll always remember the camaraderie. Al always brought it to
any production in which he was involved. It lasted long after the
show was over. I have a 14-month-old son. Some day I’ll tell him
about Al, his simple approach to theater and to life, and his
strong focus toward the finished product.
Al was a very unique person, definitely a one-of-a-kind. I’ve
met people with his drive and focus, but none ever presented
themselves the way he did. He'll always be remembered by
me.

Lynn Van Note of Greenville.
Class of '77
Attorney
Worked as technical director/
theater instructor at Johnson
State College in Vermont, and
assistant director of Charles
Street Playhouse, Boston
The Taming of the Shrew, 1977, directed by Al Cyrus

Tamela Glenn of
Stillwater, Class of ‘85
Singer/songwriter in
her alternative rock
band, and is finishing a
book following a New
York theater/film career
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I was in every production Al Cyrus directed while I was
here. More than anything else, he taught me that, as a
director, it's your responsibility to see with the eye of an
actor, light and scene designer, tech director - a unity of
perception. He had the technical expertise and the artistic
eye. Only when the right and left brain work together do you
have a show that sings.
Al would frequently bring the cast and crew to his camp
on Ragged Lake. I remember one winter when one of the
two snowmobiles ran out of gas, Al and I began to tromp
back through the crusty snow. To keep going, I started a
tune in my head and that helped me keep an even rhythm
as we trudged along. The costume designer later told me
that it was during that long walk back that Al decided I was
tough enough to handle the main light board for the next
major show, Hamlet. It was the first time a woman was
given control of the main light board.
What I remember most about Al is his joy of life. He couh
not only dream but translate the dream into practical reality

Al Cyrus loved Under Milk Wood, and had us do it in class. I
was very inhibited about my character's sexuality, but Al helped
me to feel comfortable and loosen up. Al gave me permission to
try things and fail, which
helped me to experiment.
I really respected him. He
had amazing vision.
He died shortly after
my father died. Al was my
theater mentor, so it was
rather like losing two
fathers.
He was an unpreten
tious man, extremely
honest, and concerned
about the whole of the
play and not himself. I
remember his voice, his
laugh. He had such a
warm presence. He let
me have a lot of
freedom, and that
opened a door for me.
Marat/Sade, 1981, directed by Al Cyrus

Of Mice and Men, 1989, directed by Norman Wilkinson

Frank Applebee of Orono. Class of ‘91, has an assoc
degree in liberal studies, has completed requirement
bachelor’s degree in theater and is pursuing bachelo,

I the Legacy He Left Behind
I remember his humanity. Al Cyrus used to say that directing is 90 percent casting, and he had a
marvelous talent for casting shows. He had a great gift for bringing out the best in actors he chose
fc^oles without demanding that they destroy themselves for the characters they portrayed. He
expected and encouraged a lot of input from his actors, and saw each show as a malleable, give-andtake process. Al encouraged you to assert your own instincts. He had enormous faith in his actors.
He knew you were the right person for the role and he had faith in your ability to see it through.
I saw Al in a student production of Spoon River Anthology, and learned more from watching him
act in that show than I ever learned from any other director. He was totally responsive on stage. Al
didn't figure his character out and go do it; the portrayal was completely spontaneous and different
eypry night. He was alive, accessible and totally human on the stage. I saw him when I was a
Mjreehman in 1975, and did my last show, Strider, with him 11 years later. In all that time, I never had
Is much fun working on shows as I did working with Al and Sandy.

I remember his sense of humor, the way he always helped get people up and going,
seeing the light side of things. In Romeo and Juliet as a freshman, I learned a sense of inde
pendence on the stage. Al Cyrus was not one to coddle you. Instead, he wanted you to learn
to create and make it work. He was there for the feedback, not to create the character.
Al was definitely instrumental in my remaining in
school. I had no interest in staying four years, and he
was the one who sat me down and said I could do it.
He said I needed to do it for myself.
I learned diction and elocution from Al - skills that
are still here now. To me, he is most memorable for
his ‘Al-isms,’ and his patience.

Trial by Jury, 1984, directed by Sandra Cyrus

Laurie Hallman of Orono,
Class of '86
Coordinator of the Orono Family
Literacy Project and co-director
of the Orono After School Arts
Program

Marge Young Parcak of
Bangor, Class of ‘68
Special education teacher

-j?

Bill Mitchell of Bangor,
Class of ‘92, is expected to
complete his master’s in
theater this May at UMaine,
with a goal of
acting professionally
The Threepenny Opera, 1991, directed by Tom Mikotowicz

Romeo and Juliet in the fall of ‘88 was my first show. It was a big deal for
me. The auditions were nerve wracking. Al Cyrus seemed overwhelming at
first because he was so professor-like, but I learned soon after that he
had a sort of: ‘Don’t worry, we'll be OK' kind of
attitude. He always seemed to take everything in
stride. I picked up that nonchalance from him,
not worrying about things until they become a
problem.
As historian of Maine Masque in my second
year, I chatted with Al, amazed at the amount of
stuff he knew and how long he had been here.
Al’s last year before he went on sabbatical, I was
elected president of Maine Masque and he saw
the gavel being passed to me. That was significant
for me because he was my first director.
The night we heard the news of his death, four of
us who had been in shows with Al were together.
We got out the old programs and talked about the
shows. It always seemed as though Al would never
ira
die.
in history at UMaine>

I knew Al Cyrus before
some of these actors were
born, so I remember him
from a different era at
An Italian Straw Hat, 1966, directed by Al Cyrus
UMaine theater. I was a
speech major, and came to
Maine Masque out of curiosity. Al just made everyone
perform beyond what they thought they could, both
on and behind the stage. As actors or crew, we did
things for Al that we didn’t do for other people
because he instilled that feeling of doing the best we
could.
He was succinct in his direction and explanation.
We were 19 or 20, and Al made us all feel very grown
up. I was always in awe of Al, but he was completely
approachable. He taught me that I could be creative,
that I could express ideas I had not even considered
before. You never felt humiliated by his criticism
because he was teaching and you were learning.
He was responsible for me being admitted to the
master's program at Orono.
I have constantly thought of him - every time I see
a play, especially a live production.
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Taking the Stage

continued from page 7

To honor the man who had dedicated his career to the
performing arts, nothing short of “magic” would do. Scripts from
some of Al Cyrus’ favorite shows over his 33-year career were
compiled, but picking definitive scenes to make up a revue
proved nearly impossible. Then one day, Al Cyrus’ wife and
theatrical collaborator, Sandra Cyrus, picked up his copy of
Under Milk Wood, by Dylan Thomas. Cyrus had performed in a
UMaine production of the play in 1967, and used the work in
many of his classes as an example of Thomas’ gifts of humor
and characterization, as well as poetic genius. In Under Milk
Wood, Thomas journeys through a day in the life of a small
Welsh sea town, holding up the more eccentric characters who
are strong in their individuality and freedom to contrast with
our idea of “normal folk” who sacrifice everything to some notion
of conformity. The result is an affirmation of the depth of life’s
passion.
With the script (complete with Al’s notes in the margins) in
the hands of Sandra Cyrus as director, and with Al’s colleague
and former student Wayne Merritt, associate professor of
theater and Class of 1975, agreeing to do lighting design, cast
calls began. UMaine alumni who were students of Al’s and who
still lived in Maine were contacted about the special production.
Casting came down to “what people were doing in their lives
and the time they could commit to the four weekends of
rehearsals,” Sandra Cyrus said. The seven actors tapped for
multiple characters are skilled performers who bring a maturity
to the project.
“There was a skill I observed in Al that I was determined to
apply in this production,” Sandra Cyrus said. “He always
started from a position of respect for the actors he worked with.
He had an uncanny ability to tap into the strengths of each
actor. He never came into rehearsal with ideas of exactly what
every actor should be in character. Instead, he saw his produc
tions as a partnership in which we respect each other’s work as
actor and director. If an actor is comfortable with what he or she
is doing, that connection with the audience is possible.”
In rehearsal, there has been a seriousness of purpose and
commitment to do the work, Sandra Cyrus said. “Everyone has
been eager to make it happen. The love they feel for Al is a big
part of what brings that quality to their work. Only he has the
power to bring us together in this way. We’re all taking the
things he taught us and bringing that legacy to the project.
We’re also enriching our lives because there is joy in the work.”
Through the work of several generations of theater alumni,
the Sept. 30 presentation of Under Milk Wood showcases the
kind of teacher Al Cyrus was. The production is one way Al
Cyrus’ legacy could be told. The actors are reflections of him.
“It’s important that the current student body get a sense of
the continuity and history of theater at this University,” said
Sandra Cyrus, a member of the UMaine Class of 1977. “I’d like
students to gain in humility by exposure to this project. When I
was a student, the legacy of Herschel Bricker was always
present. I felt the need to be part of that history, and took
comfort in being not only a member of my peer group but part of
the larger historic group. It’s essential that those stories
continue to get told, not only for personal humility but for a
sense of where you are in the continuum, that you are part of an
89-year tradition of Maine Masque.
“I think Al would have been satisfied that, in naming a
building after him, one was chosen with a student focus. The
Pavilion really is about students, and Al’s whole career was
about students.” ▲
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Fire Prevention

continued from page 2

interdisciplinary team approach to safety at UMaine.
Community safety demonstrations are scheduled before and
after the meeting.
A fire extinguisher demonstration by the Orono Fire
Department and UMaine fire alarm technicians takes place on
the Mall from 10:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. The experts will offer
advice on how to handle household extinguishers and show
correct procedures by using extinguishers to put out controlled
demonstration fires.
From 2-3:30 p.m., Jenness Hall will be the site of a full-scale
training demonstration by the Orono Fire Department’s
Hazardous Materials Team and the Old Town Fire
Department, which is being trained as a back-up. The training
session will include the complete protocol the departments
would use in handling a reported compressed gas bottle leak,
from suiting up, setting up a command center, entering the
building and capping the leak, to decontamination procedures
and evaluating the process.
‘We’re all trying to improve how we approach safety, solve
problems and respond to emergencies as a group,” said Victoria
Justus, director of Environmental Health and Safety at
UMaine, who stresses that teamwork is the key to a successful
safety program, both on and off campus. “Safety can’t be
managed by one person. It’s the group effort and community
involvement that make the difference,” she says.

BIRTHDAY BASH FOR SMOKEY
Smokey the Bear will be honored for 50 years of service with
the U.S. Forest Service during a traditional lumberjack dinner
and party, beginning at 4:30 p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 6 outside
Stoddard Dining Commons. Another famous bear, UMaine’s
Bananas, will join in the celebration along with the Orono Fire
Department and a host of University students and employees.
After feasting on beanhole beans, flapjacks, biscuits and ham
all cooked outside, everyone is invited to help Smokey eat his
giant birthday cake, created by Dining Services baker Chalks
Randall. Stoddard manager and celebration organizer Claire
Lint is bringing in other community experts to bake the beams
and make the flapjacks. “This is about fun, community and
cooperation,” she said.
A Fire Prevention Week party wouldn’t be complete without
water fights, and teams are forming to drench a friend for a
good cause. Money from the sell of red dots to be stuck on
persons designated for a squirt with the water hose will go
toward helping the Orono Fire Department purchase life
saving Jaws of Life equipment.
SAFETY GUIDES ROOM DECORATION
For the second year, UMaine Campus Living and the Orono
Fire Department are working together to help on-campus resi
dents feel safe and at home. All students need to enter the
room personahzation contest is creativity and elbow grease.
Campus Living supphes paint and materials, and the fire
department gives advice and makes inspections to ensure deco
rations and designs are safe. Contestants’ rooms will be
inspected by a fully trained student complex fire marshal on
Oct. 4 and judged by a panel on Oct. 5. Prizes include gift
certificates and movie passes.
Decorating a residence hall room is an important part of
helping students feel ownership of their rooms, but some tradi
tional forms of decoration are not safe, said Scott Anchors,
director of Campus Living. Tapestries, for example are a
popular item to hang in rooms, but they are also a fire hazard.
“The contest is a fun way to make students feel at home at
UMaine, and it gets the fire department involved with the
campus community in a more personal way,” said Anchors. ▲
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Wayne Honeycutt, USDAARS soil scientist, presented a
paper: “Linking N
Mineralization and Plant N
Demand for Improved N Use
Efficiency,” at a Nitrogen
Workshop attended by scien
tists from 32 countries at the
University of Ghent, Belgium,
Sept. 5-8.

Max Egenhofer, associate
professor in surveying engi
neering and associate director
of the National Center for
Geographic Information and
Analysis, attended the First
International Cognitive
Science Summer Institute,
Buffalo, N.Y., July 26-27, and
presented a paper: “Formal
Models for Geographic Space,”
in the workshop on “Ontology
of Space.”
Richard Jagels, professor
and department chair, Forest
Ecosystem Science, graduate
student Max Meyer, and
assistant scientist Jonathan
Carlisle, attended The
International Union of
Forestry Research
Organizations meeting on: “Air
Pollution and Multiple
Stresses,” Fredericton, New
Brunswick, Sept. 7-9, and
presented a poster: “Droplet
Contact Angle as a
Bioindicator of Air Pollution
Stress.”

Lewis Boobar, graduate
student in entomology, K.
Elizabeth Gibbs, professor of
entomology, and Jerry
Longcore, leader, Northeast
Research Group, presented a
paper: “Can Activity Traps
Assess Aquatic Insect
Abundance at the Landscape
Level?” at the 20th Annual
Maine Biological and Medical
Sciences Symposium, Bates
College, May 19-20. Boobar,
Gibbs and Longcore presented
another paper: “Efficiency of
Sweep Net, Activity Tap, and
Hess-type Samples in
Capturing Macroinvertebrates
in Maine Ponds,” at the Acadia
Entomological Society meeting,
Campobello Island, New
Brunswick, July 18-19.

Alan Henn, USDA-ARS plant
biologist, Alvin Reeves, asso
ciate professor of applied
ecology and environmental
sciences, and William
Clapham, USDA-ARS super
visory plant physiologist,
presented a paper: ‘Yield Loss
of Potato in Fields with and
without a History of Potato
Early Dying as Indicated by
Nematicides,” at the 33rd
annual meeting of the Society
of Nematologists, San Antonio,
Aug. 14-18.
Kathryn Olmstead, associate
professor ofjournalism, moder
ated a panel on the publishing
process Sept. 17 in Presque
Isle for the conference: Voices
in the North Country: The
Relevance of Literature in a
Rural Setting. Panelists were
Mark Melnicove of Tilbury
House Pubfishers in Gardiner,
agent Anne Dubuisson of the
Ellen Levine Literary Agency
in New York City, Gary
Lawless of Blackberry Books
in Nobleboro, freelance editor
James William Brown of South
Dartmouth, Mass., Black Fly
Review editor Wendy Kindred
of Fort Kent and Paul Hedeen
of Fort Kent, editor of The
River Review/La Riviere
Revue.

Jean Lavigne has been
appointed by the Speaker of
the House Dan Gwadosky, to
serve on the Committee to
Study Organizational and Tax
Issues in Public Schools. The
five-member committee will
prepare its report by Jan. 15,
1995. Lavigne and Anthony
Cahill presented a paper:
“Performance-Based
Government: Lessons From
the Past” at the 7th National
Sector Productivity
Improvement Conference in
Minnesota, Sept. 22.

John Moring, professor of
zoology, has been elected presi
dent of the Fisheries History
Section of the American
Fisheries Society.
Seven University of Maine
faculty specializing in medieval
and renaissance studies
attended the annual meeting
of the Maine Medievalists, held
this year at Bates College Sept.
24. They were Cathleen
Bauschatz (Modem
Languages and Classics), Paul
Bauschatz (English), Jay
Bregman (History), Michael
Grillo (Art), Linne Mooney
(English), Theresa Sears
(Modem Languages and
Classics), and William
Tebrake (History). Mooney
delivered a paper: "The
Bloodstain and the Insect Leg:
Evidence for the Use of Middle
English Utilitarian Texts," and
Sears presented a paper:
"Signifying Guinevere," to the
audience of faculty from
universities and colleges
around the state who
specialize in medieval and
renaissance studies.

Colin Martindale, professor,
Department of Psychology, has
been elected president of the
International Association of
Empirical Aesthetics. In other
activities, Martindale, with A.
Daily, also presented “I.A.
Richards Revisited: Do People
Agree in Their Interpretation
of Literature?” Thirteenth
Congress of the International
Association of Empirical
Aesthetics, Montreal, Aug. 3.
Martindale, F. Boselie and A.
Daily presented: “Studies in
Ornamental Design: Band
Symmetry,” at the same
conference. And, along with A.
West, Martindale also
presented: “Salvation and
Damnation in Classic Horror
Novels: Patterns of Primordial
Content in Dracula and
Frankenstein,” on Aug. 5, at
the above conference.

Robert Klose, assistant
professor of biological science,
University College: "Caring
Despite the Questions,"
Christian Science Monitor
(May 13, 1994).

Max Egenhofer, associate
professor in surveying engi
neering and associate director
of the National Center for
Geographic Information and
Analysis: “Pre-Processing
Queries with Spatial
Constraints,” Photogrammetric
Engineering & Remote
Sensing, Vol. 60, No. 6,
pp. 783-90 (1994).

John Moring, professor of
zoology: “Color Phases of
Lumpfish Fry,” Maine
Naturalist, Vol. 2, No. 1, pp. 1114(1994).

Colin Martindale, professor,
Department of Psychology:
“How Can We Measure a
Society’s Creativity?” in M.
Boden (Ed.), Dimensions of
Creativity (pp. 159-97).
Cambridge: MIT Press.
Martindale also published:
“Thinking About Things and
People,” in R.S. Wyer and T.K
Krull (Eds.), Advances in
Social Cognition, Vol. 7, pp. 7985. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence
Erlbaum Associates.

C. Wayne Honeycutt, soil
scientist, William Clapham,
supervisory plant physiologist,
and Simeon Leach, plant
pathologist, with the USDAARS New England Plant, Soil,
and Water Laboratory: “A
Functional Approach to
Efficient Nitrogen Use in Crop
Production,” Ecological
Modelling, 73:51-61.
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Apple Press

continued from page 2

Not only did the new press produce lots of cider for sale, but it
did it at such a pace that there were a few gallons left over to sell
at the Page Farm and Home Museum.
“There was a lot of hand shaking during Family and Friends
Weekend,” said Clark with a smile, “but when we started, there
was a lot of head shaking.”
Sawyer and Clark have been members of MAFEA for the past
two years, and have been helping make cider in the fall for the
past three. Homemade cider had become a tradition not only in
MAFEA’s fund-raising efforts but for the thousands of people who
come to campus during the two biggest fall events when, among
the myriad of other activities, they can watch cider being made
and walk away with some of the freshest cider in Maine.
A year ago, Sawyer and Clark decided to take on the task of
redesigning and building a new and improved press. They started
with the design, then the “scavenging” for materials like stainless
steel scraps from Facilities Management and donations like the
pomace pump from Orchard Equipment Supply in
Massachusetts. Finally, last semester, construction began on the
9-by-3-foot press. Their project hours, expected to be upwards of
500 before they’re finished with the new press, were included in
15 credit hours Sawyer and Clark were each carrying in the
spring semester, and the jobs they both held down on the week
ends. Clark, a senior from Madison, works for the Caterpillar
dealer, Southworth-Milton in Brewer; Sawyer for the construction
contractor Pike Industries Inc., in Waterford.
The students admit that, throughout the long project, they did
have their differences of opinion, “but we always worked things
out,” said Clark, who is also Sawyer’s roommate.
Except for the 40-foot woods road bridge Clark had constructed
this summer, neither student had ever undertaken such a monu
mental project. This semester, the project for the Association is
also an academic independent project for the pair, with technical
expertise coming from MAFEA faculty advisor Jeff McBumie,
assistant professor of bioresource engineering, and Tom
Christensen, associate professor of agricultural and forest engi
neering, who is overseeing the independent project.
With the ability to be perched on a trailer, the entire cider
making operation includes an 8-by-7-foot section of conveyor,
hood and grinder. The apples are washed as they move up the
conveyor, then ground to pomace that has more uniformity and
cohesion than found in the old press, making for less sediment in
the finished product. It’s also in this tank that, through oxidation,
the apple pomace turns sweeter and the juice takes on the golden
brown color so highly desired in quality cider.
The pomace is pumped into the press, which Clark and Sawyer
designed to squeeze from the top down rather than the tradi
tional bottom up, allowing them to use one drip tray and “not lose
a drop.” Bottling also is separate from the pressing apparatus,

Annual IACUC Training
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee’s (IACUC) fall offering
of its biannual training/orientation program on the care and use of
animals will be held on Wednesday, Oct. 19, 3-5 p.m., FFA Room, Union.
People who have attended previous training sessions do not have to
attend. This campuswide training program is in compliance with federal
regulation and the University's approved Animal Welfare Assurance. All
faculty, staff and students who work with live, vertebrate, non-human
animals are required to participate in the program. Contact Gayle
Anderson, Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, X1498, for
registration forms.
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moving the apple juice with gravity feed to a stainless steel filtra
tion tank where gallon jugs can be filled two at a time.
MAFEA’s final costs for the new cider-making operation
designed and built by Sawyer and Clark are expected to be $700;
the cost of purchasing such a press is estimated at $15,000. ▲

Maine Masque

continued from page 2

Also new this season is the location of the Maine Masque box
office — upstairs in Hauck Auditorium, on the third floor of the
Union. Season ticket holders can call for reservations begin
ning on Monday of the week before the opening of each show,
giving them the best choice of seats. Students, whose admis
sion is covered in the student activity fee, can get the same
reserved seating privilege for an extra $5 by purchasing a
specially priced season ticket. Tickets go on sale to the general
public on Friday of the week before the opening of a show.
Featured in the Hauck Mainstage Series are:
▼ The Royal Hunt of the Sun, a recounting of the 1532 expe
dition by Francisco Pizzaro and his men, who challenge the
Incan civilization of Atahuallpa. The production, directed by
Norman Wilkinson, opens the season with performances on
Oct. 21-23, Oct. 27-30.
▼ The Women of Troy, the ancient Greek classic tale of the
“ethnic cleansing” of Troy by the Greeks. Director Tom
Mikotowicz retains the Greek text, but places the action in
modern-day Sarajevo. Assisting in the production is guest
dramaturge Andrea J. Nouryeh. Performance dates are
Dec. 9-11, Dec. 15-18.
▼ Little Shop ofHorrors, the story of a man and his insa
tiable plant. It features music by Alan Menken, who composed
music for the Disney films The Little Mermaid and Beauty and
the Beast. The production, directed by William Mitchell with
music direction by A. Robert Dionne, blends the talents of
UMaine’s Departments of Theatre/Dance and Music. It runs
Feb. 17-19, Feb. 23-26.
▼ Dancing at Lughnasa, the 1992 Tony award winner for
Best Play, a tribute to the powers of dance and music, the
attraction of pagan ritual and the bonds of community. It is
directed by Patricia Riggin, new to the UMaine theatre/dance
faculty, and runs April 21- 23, April 27-30.
▼ The Annual Dance Concert, with works from the disci
plines of ballet, jazz and contemporary dance, choreographed
by faculty Ann Ross and Kelly Holyoke and their students.
Performances are April 7-8.
All Friday and Saturday performances in the Mainstage
Series are at 8 p.m., while Thursday and Sunday shows are
2 p.m. matinees.
This year’s student-directed series takes place, as always, in
the Pavilion, recently named in memory of Professor Edgar
Allan Cyrus. All Pavilion performances are at 8 p.m., and
include:
▼ Falsettoland, a musical that chronicles a man named
Marvin as he struggles with love, loss, and the lunacy of life.
Directed by Michael Charbeneau with musical direction by A.
Robert Dionne, it runs Nov. 9-12.
▼ E.A. Robinson, a one-person show about the Pulitzer
Prize-winning Maine poet, written and performed by graduate
student Garret Hotrich, March 31 and April 1.
A third Cyrus Pavilion show, details to be announced later,
will be staged March 24—25.
Ticket information is available by calling 581-1773. ▲

AUBG

continued from page 1

Classes began Sept. 30, 1991 with 200 students and 16 faculty.
Since then, enrollment has been capped at 700 for academic year
1994-95 and faculty ranks are expected to swell to 41 to maintain
a 15:1 student-teacher ratio in courses of study that include
applied economics, business administration, political science,
international relations, journalism and mass communication,
English, computer science, history and South East European
Studies. More than 130 students are expected to make up AUBG’s
first graduating class in May 1995.
“AUBG history has developed very quickly,” said Watkins. “In
some ways it has been too fast and the institution has suffered
immense growing pains. In the U.S., new institutions take three
or four years to phase in with plenty of financial support behind
them. But if AUBG had not been implemented in the fall of 1991,
it would not be here today. The economic and political winds in
Bulgaria have changed and what was possible in 1991 would not
be possible today.”
As the fourth president of AUBG to come from UMaine or the
University of Maine System, Watkins arrived in Bulgaria in
August 1994 ready to pick up where now Chancellor Michael
Orenduff left off. The founding president was Edward Laverty and
Charles Rauch served for one month to facilitate a transition from
Laverty to Orenduff.
‘We needed to move ahead to position AUBG with the
Bulgarian government,” Watkins said. “There was the ongoing,
incredible task of fund raising for the institution. A USAID
commitment for continued funding had been tentatively negoti
ated but receipt was dependent on the AUBG board showing some
concrete steps toward sustained fund raising and toward hiring a
permanent president with a multi-year commitment to the insti
tution.”
Watkins began last fall by developing a strategic plan for the
institution, and followed that in January with a financial-develop
ment plan projecting a five-year development effort for AUBG.
Construction also is scheduled to begin on a dormitory facility —
one of three buildings that physically constitute the institution.
Developing outreach to other Bulgarian and East European
higher education institutions, and creating a partnership with the
community of Blagoevgrad became priorities for Watkins. “It is an
effort,” she said, “to sink the root system (of AUBG) as quickly,
deeply and broadly as we can because the future in Bulgaria is
unpredictable.”
The coming year will be an extension of those initiatives,
Watkins said. ‘We will see significant progress toward faculty
development as we bring in 17 new faculty. Well work for greater
continuity and retention of faculty. Well also be preparing for the
graduation of the first class from AUBG on May 7. From the
academic side, well be taking another look at our curriculum in
terms of its direction now that the initial planning and implemen
tation have taken place. Well be developing our first summer
school to open in 1995, and will put into place more academic
support for internal operations. In terms of development, my
major focus will be on raising funds for the university.”
Watkins was named president last October as a search for a
permanent president moved forward. When the search process
floundered last spring with two candidates withdrawing after on
site interviews, Watkins was asked if she would consider commit
ting another year. For Watkins, it was not a difficult decision to
make.
“The search for a permanent president is a matter of finding the
right person at the right time for that institution,” Watkins said.
“It is a difficult environment to be in because of the very underde
veloped infrastructure with telecommunications, library and other
resources. The standard of living is not what it is in the U.S., and

there are constant small irritants. But you must make up your
mind that you’re not in the U.S. and simply do things differently. I
enjoy it very much — from the seasonal climate and mild winters
to the beautiful mountains and wonderfully connected cultural
traditions.”
It is that same cultural heritage that often clashes with the
country’s aspirations toward democracy and a market economy,
Watkins said. Similarly, that same heritage led Watkins to ques
tion whether a woman would be effective as president of an
Eastern European university.
“Before I left for Bulgaria in August 1993,1 asked several
people if they thought a woman could do the president’s job in that
environment and their sense was that I could. Since I’ve been
there, that has been confirmed,” she said. “I’ve felt nothing but
respect from peer institutions, government officials and everyone
with whom I interact. I feel incredible support despite some things
in Bulgaria that from a U.S. view are incredibly sexist.
“People frequently comment about the president of American
University being a woman. For some government officials, it’s the
first thing they comment on. For students, seeing a woman in a
leadership role in higher education is something they’ve not expe
rienced. A number of women students have said how important it
is to have a woman in such a role as a model.”
As an institution, AUBG is a higher education model, not only
through its use of Western teaching methods and the liberal arts
perspective, but in its commitment to fostering educational reform
in Bulgaria and Eastern Europe. “The benefits of cooperating
have to do with being part of what’s happening rather than being
something set aside,” Watkins said. “In a sense, we want to stand
out as something unique, but as time goes on and reform takes
place, AUBG will be not so much an anomaly but part of the
higher education system in Bulgaria. Hopeful that will be a
pluralistic system.”
‘We’re not suggesting that our model is perfect or that there’s
something inherently wrong with higher education in Bulgaria.
Rather, we’re suggesting that it’s important for Bulgaria to
become part of the mainstream of higher education worldwide and
to participate with other institutions in the world. Internationally
in coming years, we would like to be identified as the premier
undergraduate institution for Bulgaria and Eastern Europe with
connections, primarily for graduate work and research, with insti
tutions in Bulgaria and central and Eastern Europe.
It is important to understand that this institution is really in
the early stages of development, yet it is abundantly clear that it
has moved ahead with great speed and will continue to do so
given the dedication of the board of directors, the faculty and staff
and the students and their families, Watkins said. At the same
time, AUBG provides an “incredible opportunity for people in
Maine to be proud of its support of AUBG as a window to the rest
of the world.”
“Building an institution like this provides greater assurance of
long-term change and that enduring results will contribute to a
new Bulgaria and Eastern Europe. The students are part of that.
AUBG has made a difference, and that they will tell you.” ▲

North American Dialing Plan Changes for UMaine
Most of you should have received information at your residence
explaining dialing changes which will take place starting Oct. 5.
Oct. 15, it will NOT be necessary for you to add the 207 area code
when placing toll calls within Maine from your campus phone. Our
switch will automatically insert all digits necessary for you to complete
the call. Continue to dial toll calls as you always have.
We will keep you informed of any future changes.
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APARTMENT: Unfurnished, Bangor,
convenient to campus. 1-bedroom, no
pets. $375.00 + utilities. Call Mickey,
942-6310.

ROOM: Bangor, Ig 4 bdrm Victorian
home. Sunny, hdwd firs, porch, parking in
winter, kitchen priv., share 2 living rms,
dining rm, storage, on bus line.
Furnished. Inc. utilities. $26O/month.
dep., references. Prefer female grad
student, professional, or non-traditional
student. Avail 9/30. Call Anne, 9419846.

WANTED
Maine Perspective classified ads are
published weekly and are free to faculty,
staff and students at the University of
Maine. Ads must be typewritten and
include a telephone number. They will be
published one week only unless other
wise specified. Send ads to: Maine
Perspective Classifieds, Public Affairs.
Ads must be received by 9 a.m. the
Fhday before they are to appear in the
next week’s issue.

FOR SALE
AUTOMOBILE: 1988 Ford Festiva, 4 sp.,
1.3 I, 2 door, hatchback, AM/FM/
cassette, great economy car, 75,800
miles. $1,200 or BO. Call 866-5695.
NINTENDO: Original system, $50, case
$5, Game Genie. $10 plus 13 game
cartridges at $10 each or BO. Call 9423917, evenings.

PRINTER: IBM ProPrinter, 24-pin, hand
and tractor feed capabilities, new ribbon.
Clean and in good condition, easy to use.
With 8' cable and owner’s manuals.
$150 or BO. Call 866-2159, M-Th eves.
TRUCK: 1989 Chevrolet Scotsdale,
K2.500. Extended cab (seats six), full
size bed w/liner, 4x4, 77k miles, excel
lent condition. $12,500. Call 827-2950.

FOR RENT
APARTMENT: Stillwater, 1 mile from
campus. Clean, 2 bedrooms, second
floor, picturesque lot, washer/dryer. Quiet
non-smoker, no pets. Available Oct. 1.
$450/mo. + heat and electricity. Call
989-3048.
APARTMENT: 2-3 bedrooms, includes
living room, kitchen and bathroom.
$600/mo. + 1/2 of electric bill. Located
6 miles from campus on Rt. 16.
References required. Call 827-2323.

CARETAKER: Want to live in a beautiful
year-round home on Pushaw Lake with
water views on three sides? It is located
on the Old Town side of the lake. A care
taker is needed until June 1995. Very
low-cost living with all the creature
comforts. Oil hot water heat with backup
propane. Seven rooms and two baths.
Every appliance available. A responsible
single person, faculty or staff member of
University preferred. Non smoker. Call
827-4093 or 827-4575 promptly if you
are right for this opportunity.
CARPOOL: Want to join or form a carpool
from west Winterport, Hampden or
Newburgh area, Monday-Friday, everyday
or just a few. Office hours: 8 a.m.4:30 p.m. Call Terri. 581-3500.

SERVICES

TREE PRUNING: Dead wood removal
from your favorite trees. I will barter. Cail
Janet, 581-2935.

P’NUTS COOP: Open for the new
semester. Come on down to the base
ment of Chadbourne Hall and renew or
begin your membership. Organic, whole
some food on campus! Cali 581-1779.
FREE

FIREWOOD: Dead tree needs to be cut
down (medium sized) and hauled off. Call
Steve. 947-2235. Leave message.
FOUND

CAMERA: Found in University-owned
vehicle. Call 581-2970 or come to 202
Deering hall to identify. See Jean or
Donna.

Faculty Research Funds Competitions
The following deadline dates are announced by the Faculty Research Funds
Committee for FY95 competitions:
Regular Faculty Research Fund Award - October 24,1994
Summer Faculty Research Fund Award - December 12,1994
Scientific Equipment & Book Fund Award - February 13,1995
Presidential Research and Creative Achievement Award (nomination) March 20,1995

The Regular Faculty Research Fund Award supports work that can be
completed in one year and provides research support other than faculty
salaries. The Summer Faculty Research Fund Award provides $5,000
awards for faculty summer salaries for a minimum of 1.5 months research
effort. The Scientific Equipment and Book Fund Award is for the acquisition
of equipment or library collections. The Presidential Research & Creative
Achievement Award (in the amount of $1,500) is made to a faculty
member who has attained distinction in research or creative achievement.
The purpose of these funds is to stimulate and assist individual members
of the faculty to initiate or redirect research or studies of a scholarly
nature. Eligibility is limited to tenure-track and full-time nontenure-track
faculty with an on-going appointment for which research is an expected
component. Faculty are eligible to receive the same award (Regular,
Equipment & Book, or Summer) only every three years. Proposals will not
be considered from individuals with delinquent reports from previous
Faculty Research Funds Awards.

A total of $173,000 has been allocated for these competitions.
Approximately $35,000 for the Regular Faculty Research Fund Award (8-10
awards are expected to be made); approximately $80,000 for the Summer
Faculty Research Fund Award (16 awards are expected to be made); and
approximately $58,000 for the Scientific Equipment and Book Fund Award
(8-12 awards are expected to be made). The usual upper limit for the
Equipment & Book competition is $7,000: requests for larger amounts will
require exceptional justification.
The Faculty Research Funds Committee includes faculty from each of
□Maine's eight colleges. Consequently, the proposal must be written so
that it can be understood by faculty in a wide range of disciplines. The
Committee urges interested faculty to request application packages early
and to follow the instructions closely. The application packages also
include detailed information on the items eligible for funding in each of the
competitions and on the criteria used to evaluate proposals.

Applications are available in the Offices of the Deans and in the Office of
Research and Sponsored Programs, xl498.

IACUC Meetings
The Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) would like to
remind investigators/instructors that no research, teaching, or testing activi
ties using live vertebrate animals shall be initiated until the IACUC has
approved a protocol for such use. Dates of the IACUC meetings for the fall
semester are listed below. Protocols for approval should be submitted two
weeks prior to the meeting date in order to be reviewed at that meeting.
Protocol review forms and copies of the University's Policy and Procedures
for the Humane Care and Use of Animals are available from Gayle
Anderson, Office of Research and Sponsored Programs, X1498. IACUC
meeting dates: Oct. 18, Nov. 15, Dec. 13.

PUBLIC SERVICE FUND AWARDS 1995

Judith Bailey, vice president for Research and Public Service, is imple
menting this year’s $20,000 Public Service Fund Awards in support of
public service projects of University of Maine Faculty and Professionals.
Proposal forms and criteria may be obtained at the Office of Research
and Public Service, 201 Alumni Hall.
Proposals must be returned by: Nov. 1.
The Public Service Awards Committee will then screen proposals and
make its award recommendation to the Office of Research and Public
Service. Second year committee members are: John Kingston Ford, George
Hayes, Richard Judd, Alan Kezis, David Lambert, Constance Perry, and Gail
Werrbach. New first year committee members are: Michael Greenwood,
Jean Lavigne. Kathryn Olmstead, Robert Roper, and Calvin Walker. Suzanne
Estler and Kathleen Stoll serve as ex-officio members.
Address questions regarding this award to: Kathleen Stoll. X1502.
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SURPLUS SALE: The University of Maine offers for sale, on an as-is, where-is
basis, the following: (8) IBM COMPUTERS, 8088’s, some with hard drives,
$35 - $60: (1) CANONFILE 250 SCANNER, with printer and drive, excellent
condition, $16,000 (1) IBM QUIETWRITER II PRINTER, $25; (1) PANASONIC
KX-P1592 PRINTER, wide carriage, dot matrix, $50; (1) NEC SPINWRITER
3510 PRINTER, daisywheel, $25; (1) CURTIS COMPRESSOR, 115 volt, 90
psi, $175; (1) PRECISION SCIENTIFIC OVEN, 115 volt, 23 amp. 180 degrees
C, inside dim. 25”W, 19"H, 19”D, $25; (1) 90 TON HYDRAULIC PRESS,
platens 24" x 24", best offer; (1) FLAMMABLE MATERIAL STORAGE FREEZER,
Fisher Scientific Isotemp, model 425F, upright, excellent condition, $800: (1)
TOSHIBA THERMAL FAX MACHINE, $100.
Off-campus inquiries are welcome. Items usually sell for the prices specified,
however, lower offers are sometimes considered. For further information
contact Ron Logan. Purchasing Dept., 581-2692. E-mail Logan@Maine.

Positions
The qualifications within the listings below are greatly abbreviated. In
order to assess your background relative to the job and to submit the most
effective application, contact the hiring department for more complete
information.
To appear in the Maine Perspective, advertisements must be submitted
to the Office ofEqual Opportunity, 318 Alumni Hall, no later than noon
on Wednesday. Guidelines for filling professional positions are available
by contacting the Office ofEqual Opportunity, xl226. A Request to Fill
form must be approved before posting in Maine Perspective.
Hudson Museum Registrar. Part-time (20 hours/week) one-year appointment.
Reappointment contingent on external funds. Qualifications: Demonstrated
successful experience working with museum record keeping techniques,
archaeological and ethnographic objects, Macintosh computer systems and
computerized databases required. Completion of requirements for a
Bachelor’s degree in anthropology preferred. Salary: $9,500. Review of
Applications: Will begin immediately. Contact: Linda Dibiase, Hudson Museum,
University of Maine, 5746 Maine Center for the Arts, Orono, ME 04469-5746.
Director, Interdisciplinary Training for Health Care for Rural Areas,
Cooperating Assistant Professor, School of Nursing. One-year appointment.
Reappointment is contingent on external funding. Qualifications: Ph.D. in
social and human sciences. Experience with interdisciplinary training and
familiarity with problem-based learning required. Ability to teach a course
involving computer application literacy including Internet and Maine Access.
Knowledge of statewide healthcare reform planning and healthcare agencies
are essential. Excellent leadership and communication skills are essential
components for this position. Considerable travel also required. Salary Range:
$35,000-$45,000. Deadline for Applications: 10/7/94. Contact: Carol Wood,
School of Nursing, 162 College Ave., Orono, ME 04469.

Head Coach of Women's Soccer/Lecturer in Physical Education,
Department of Athletics. Full-time position. Qualifications: BA degree, experi
ence in Division I coaching and recruiting. Deadline for Applications:
10/31/94. Contact: Anne McCoy, Associate Director of Athletics, University of
Maine, 5747 Memorial Gym, Orono, ME 04469-5747.
Instructor in Sociology, Department of Sociology. Part-time temporary posi
tion (January-May) for two sections of Introduction to Sociology. This position
may be filled by one or two instructors. Qualifications: Minimum of a master’s
degree in sociology or a related field required. Deadline: 10/25/94. Contact:
Saundra Gardner, Chair, Department of Sociology, 5728 Fernaid Hall, Orono,
ME 04469-5728.

Employee Assistance Program Services Available
The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides free, professional
consultation, problem assessment, referral when appropriate, and monk
toring of client progress services for all active and retired faculty and
staff, and their immediate family members who have personal or workrelated concerns. This confidential resource assists employees with a
wide range of issues, such as:
Occupational or Personal Stress
Emotional Disturbances
Depression
Marital and Family Issues
financial Concerns
Legal Referrals
Alcohol and Drug Misuse and Dependency
Eldercare
Career Decisions

Confidentiality is the most critical component of EAP. All contacts are
strictly confidential unless otherwise required by law. No information,
including participation in EAP, is disclosed without written authorization
from the client. The office is open Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. An
appointment can be made by calling 581-4014.

Available
Assistant Director of Admissions, Admissions Office. Full-time, 10-month
position, Aug. 15-June 15, position. Qualifications: Minimum of a bachelor’s
degree in counseling, higher education or a related field; excellent written
and oral communications skills; and strong organizational abilities. Must
possess the ability to travel or hold a valid driver's license and have access
to a personal vehicle if university transportation is unavailable. Experience
with a Macintosh computer is helpful. Salary Range: $16,000-$20,000.
Start Date: 1/1/95. Deadline for Application: 10/28/94. Contact: Assistant
Director of Admissions Search, University of Maine, Admissions Office, 5713
Chadbourne Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5713.

Associate Director of Admissions. Admissions Office. Full-time, fiscal-year
appointment. Qualifications: Master’s degree and demonstrated successful
experience with admissions; in addition, two or more years of related experi
ence is preferred. Excellent written and oral communication skills and strong
organizational abilities are essential. Applicant must possess the ability to
travel or hold a valid driver's license and have access to a personal vehicle if
University transportation is unavailable. Experience with a Macintosh
computer is helpful. Salary Range: $27,000-$30,000. Start Date: 1/1/95.
Deadline for Application: 10/28/94. Contact: Associate Director of
Admissions Search, University of Maine, Admissions Office, 5713
Chadbourne Hall, Orono, ME 04469-5713.
Research Assistant (Fish Biology/Biological Oceanography), Department
of Oceanography. Part-time, 8-month appointment. Reappointment contin
gent on external funds. Qualifications: MS (or BS with experience) in marine
biology, zoology or oceanography or closely related field. Academic or prac
tical experience in fish biology, especially with larval fishes, estuarine ecology
or oceanography. Statistics, computerized data and analysis and scientific
writing are strongly preferred. Ability to travel and to work in small boats is
required.- Salary: $1,000 a month. Deadline for Application: Oct. 21. Contact:
James McCleave, Department of Oceanography, 5741 Libby Hall, University
of Maine, Orono, ME 04469-5741.

The University of Maine does not discriminate on the basis of race,
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin or citizenship
status, age, disability or veteran status, and promotes affirmative action
for women, minorities, persons with disabilities and veterans. Unless
otherwise specified, the jobs are full-time and the address for the applica
tion information is: the contact person listed, department, University of
Maine, Orono, ME 04469.

UMaine Teleconferences
Teleconferences now scheduled:
Oct. 6
“ADA Day," noon-1 p.m., call for location. Produced by and for
people with disabilities, this program is designed to help people
learn more about the ADA and how it has worked.

Oct. 8

"Forest Stewardship," 10 a.m.-noon, call for location.

Oct. 14

"Water: Needs of Farms, Cities and the Environment in Growing
Conflict," noon-3 p.m., call for location. World Food Day presentation.

Oct. 25

"Lights! Cameras! Action Leadership for the Learning
Organization," 1-5 p.m., call for location.

Teleconferences available pending campus sponsorship:
Oct. 12
“Winning Face to Face: The Art of Resolving Conflicts in the Workplace.”
Oct. 18

“Global Trading: Current Trends and Future Implications," 8-9:30 a.m.

The above programs are only a partial listing of teleconferences available
through the Department of Public Affairs and the Telecommunications Office
on the Orono campus. Tapes of all teleconferences aired on campus
are available for viewing and purchase.
For a complete listing of upcoming teleconferences, to reserve seating, to
order or view tapes, or for more information, call Carrie Bulduc, 581-3743.
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National Aeronautics and
Space Administration solicits
proposals for research and anal
ysis of a highly innovative
nature in three major fields:
space sciences; Earth sciences;
and life, bio-medical, and micro
gravity sciences and applica
tions. Letters of intent are due
Nov. 1; proposals, Jan. 18.
Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention support social
and behavioral research to
improve the prevention of
injuries related to violence.
Priority areas in FY95 are
interpersonal youth violence,
youth suicide, and firearm
injuries. Proposals to evaluate
the outcomes of violence
prevention strategies or to iden
tify modifiable risk factors are
encouraged. Letters of intent
are due Nov. 13; applications,
Jan. 13.

National Center for
Research Resources and
Whitaker Foundation
co-sponsor bioengineering
research and development of
devices, instruments, and
methodologies for the preven
tion and control of disease and
disabling conditions, and the
reduction of healthcare costs
and risks. Proposals are invited
for novel, cost-effective
approaches in three areas:
microsensors, physiological
monitoring, and drug delivery
systems. Deadline: Dec. 9.

National Endowment for the
Humanities' new Focus
Grants enable a group of
humanities faculty to develop
their understanding of an issue
or topic in the humanities and
to translate that under
standing into a plan of action
for their curriculum. A
simplifed application, a speedy
review process, and a range of
awards from $10,000-$25,000
are anticipated. Deadline:
Jan. 15.

U.S. Department of
Education's Dwight D.
Eisenhower Leadership
Development Program supports
the establishment of programs
to foster the development of
new generations of leaders in
national and international
affairs. Deadline: Jan. 20.

International Research &
Exchanges Board has
published its schedule of compe
titions for grants for the 199596 academic year. Awards
support American scholars in
individual and collaborative
research and intellectual
changes in the successor
states to Eastern Europe and
the Soviet Union. For a copy, or
for more information, call
Research & Sponsored
Programs, xl476.
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Dear Fellow University of Maine Employee
During the month of October, the University of Maine will be conducting
its annual combined Charitable Appeal for University Employees. This
year there will be five participating federations which represent over 400
agencies serving our community.

Last year, through your generous support, we were able to raise over
$73,000 to help those in need — someone who may have been your co
worker, a neighbor, a friend, or perhaps even someone in your own
family. Your support helped provide:
▼ Direct services to handicapped children and adults
▼ Programs and services to help the prevention, early detection and
treatment of cancer and heart disease
▼ Access and adequate services for the deaf and hard-of-hearing
▼ Advocacy and assistance for homemakers who have lost the
economic support of a spouse through death, disability or divorce
▼ Educational, technical and advocacy assistance to all hospice
programs in Maine
▼ Emergency, life-saving relief to desperately needy people worldwide
through international service programs
▼ Family assistance in emergencies, disaster relief, health and safety
training, training for respite care providers and blood services
▼ Shelter for homeless children who, without your assistance, would
spend their nights wandering the streets seeking warmth and
shelter
▼ Services for victims of domestic violence and women in crisis
▼ Support for Alzheimer's research, education, informal counseling,
support groups, volunteer respite program and referrals

These needs, as well as others too numerous to mention, continue to
grow. For as little as 50 cents a week, you can make a difference in the
life of someone who desperately needs your help.

Sincerely,
Frederick Hutchinson, President
Judith Round, Chair, 1994 CCAUE Campaign
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